7Brands
41 Restaurants
2300 Employees
7029 Seats
5 Branches Overseas
1 Halket El Samak

Branch in Dubai

2 Studio Masr

Branches in Dubai

2 Studio Masr

Branches in Abu Dhabi

Consolidated Revenues

300 Million EGP
OUR SUCCESS STORY IS NOW YOURS TO TELL

A GAME CHANGER IN THE REGION

About Amer Group Holding Company
Since its inception in 1985, Amer Group Holding
Company has been guided by a distinctive vision
to revolutionize the face of hospitality in Egypt,
carefully seizing every opportunity to become
the leading developer in the region. On a mission
to strategically identify pressing market needs,
Amer introduced Chili’s in1993 to become the
first full-service casual dining experience in the
Middle East writing a phenomenal success story
of remarkable growth and impressive revenues.
Following in Chili’s footsteps, Amer launched
diversified concepts of excellence to boast 7
successful brands supported by 41 restaurants
across Egypt and abroad. The group has
brought a world of internationally acclaimed
experiences to the table including Carino’s
and Spontini Italian dining, Ocean Basket and
Halket El Samak sea food restaurants, as well
as Studio Misr Oriental Grill which won the
International Grand Prix Leader in Prestige
and Quality for the year 1999 in Madrid.
Today, Amer Group is proud to own 8 stateof-the-art malls, as well as 7 operational hotels
accommodating its diversified restaurant
portfolio.

Putting families’ enjoyment at the forefront
of its operations, Amer has introduced the
‘Porto World’ concept to embody integrated
community living at its best, marking another
milestone in the group’s history. The Porto
World boasts 9 mega projects rolling out on
7.5 million sqm. to include Golf Porto Marina
and Porto Marina in Egypt’s North Coast
which hosted the successful World Powerboat
Championship of 2007 and was awarded
the prize for “Best Architectural Project”
by CEMEX. In addition to Port Sokhna on
the Red Sea Rivera and Porto Tartous on the
Mediterranean Sea in Syria.
Today the company’s latest venture is reflected
in Porto Cairo; an exclusive residential and
commercial development landscaped around a
serene lake in the heart of East Cairo to serve
as an integrated getaway from city life.
Amer Group Holding Compan is always
keen on forming strategic partnerships with
businesses and individuals who share its same
core values. Therefore, we present you with
an exclusive invitation promoting beneficial
growth that aligns with our success legacy.

WHERE IT ALL BEGAN
Brand Heritage
In the 1930s, the Egyptian filmmaking industry has witnessed
major evolutionary developments to become significantly
more profound reflecting the aspirations, feelings and raw
cultural fabric of the society. Inspired by the spread of
production studios across Europe, the birth of the legendary
“Studio Misr” saw the brink of day at the footsteps of the
great pyramids in 1935. The country’s entire contemporary
history unfolded through quality movies to swiftly embark
on what was to become the renaissance of Egyptian cinema.
Ever since, Studio Misr has become synonymous with
national pride, showcasing stories about a resilient culture,
a majestic history and life of the times. In 1996, a successful
attempt to capture Egypt’s golden age was highlighted by
the birth of Studio Masr Oriental Grill, offering the world
a hospitable culinary experience designed to walk guests
down the best of Egypt’s memory lane.

MEDITERRANEAN GRILL

Grilled to Perfection

THE CONCEPT BEHIND THE PLACE

Capturing Egypt’s Golden Age
Step into an authentic world where recipes are
still true to traditions and dishes are as rich
and colourful as Egypt’s history. Studio Masr
Oriental Grill Restaurant infuses the genuine
taste of Egyptian cuisine with an authentic
Middle Eastern flair to offer guests a unique
culinary experience that captures the best
of Egypt’s golden age. The restaurant was
carefully designed to recreate an inspiring era
in history, where classical movie posters and
vintage cinema gadgets perfectly blend with
wood linings and stone claddings to evoke a
unique sense of hospitality. Signature dishes
are freshly created every day in an open
kitchen before guests to be then served on
a personalised table top “shawaya” or grill
complimenting the warm ambience.

BRAND POSITIONING

At Studio Masr Oriental Grill, we understand that when guests come
through our doors they expect quality in every aspect of the restaurant.
Therefore, we’ve invested a great deal in training our dedicated staff
to offer exceptional value reflected in everything they see, taste and
touch. By offering an unrivalled service level, a hospitable ambience
and a tantalising variety of quality grills, we ensure that diners fall in
love with our brand and its unique experience every time.

For those who crave
grill and would like to
enjoy an exceptional
dining atmosphere,
Studio Masr Oriental
Grill promises to offer
a modern casual dining
experience where you
can indulge in a variety
of delicious dishes
grilled to perfection.

Product Mix By Category
Beverages

SEASONING THE
WAY TO SUCCESS

Studio Masr Oriental Grill Restaurant is committed to
offer exceptional quality and an unparalleled service
level that goes beyond guests’ expectations. What binds
together the exquisiteness of its culinary experience is
something small but alluring; it’s the perfect seasoning
and spices. An integral part of Egyptian cuisine for
thousands of years, our secret spices are carefully
translated into mouth-watering, aromatic dishes
complimented by perfect grilling every time.

Hot Drinkes
Deserts
Kids Meal
Express Meal
Express Sandwish

Soup
Cold Appetizers

Hot Appetizers
Compo Appetizers
Speciality Salad

Sides
Tagen Selection
Grilled Chicken

Oriental Speciality

Grilled Meat
Shawaya

WHAT’S ON THE MENU
A feast of flavours
At Studio Masr Oriental Grill, we endeavour to offer a unique culinary experience combining
the best of “age old” ingredients used for centuries in traditional Middle Eastern cuisine
with a fresh Egyptian flair that feasts the senses. With an eye for quality and a commitment
to redefine hospitality, the restaurant’s signature table top “shawaya” or grill has swiftly
become a favoured item among guests turning every gathering into a memorable feast.
Spanning across heart warming soups, colourful warm and cold appetizers, as well as grilled
oriental specialities and mouth-watering sandwiches, our menu offers a mix of textures and
tastes that have managed to redefine culinary experiences both locally and internationally.

BRAND LOCATIONS

16

Operational branches across Egypt
Adding value and being constantly
responsive to customer needs has driven
Studio Masr to swiftly build and maintain
a loyal customer base, setting it on the
road to constant success and growth both
locally and internationally. Therefore,
venturing into new market geographies
and segments was inevitable to transport
the restaurant’s authentic experience to
the world.

2

Operational branches in Dubai

2

Operational branch in Abu Dhabi

1

Operational branch in Saudi Arabia

1

Operational branch in Syria

AMBIENCE

The best of Middle Eastern Hospitality
Studio Masr Oriental Grill Restaurant captures Middle
Eastern hospitality at its best. Boasting red and beige walls,
elegant wood tables and bronze elements with engraved
Arabic calligraphy, the ambience evokes an oriental feel of
warmth infused with contemporary elegance to perfect the
casual dining experience. Guests get to enjoy a live cooking
show in the restaurant’s open kitchen where the selection of
music along with the classical movie frames adorning the
place set the stage for a memorable culinary adventure that
serves as an inspirational reminder of Egypt’s golden age.

EFFICIENT OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES

Local knowledge with a global perspective
At Studio Masr, we know that it’s imperative to have hands-on
experience in the many departments that make up the success of
our restaurant. Therefore, our franchise opportunities strive to
execute our concepts consistently and in accordance with detailed
manuals covering food and beverage standards and the proper
operation of our restaurant. We present you with professional staff
who understand the industry, from expert managers and seasoned
servers to an experienced operations team who can ensure that
customers are always satisfied with the quality of the food, as well
as the service offered wherever the brand travels in the world.
Efficient, attentive and friendly guest service is integral to our
overall concept and brand identity and so, we guarantee to offer
you that and much more.

GOING GLOBAL
Prospective Partners
Amer Restaurants adopts a successful partnership strategy as a key factor in growing its client base by expanding globally in new
areas of expertise. The first step on the road to success is passion in operating our restaurant concept at the highest level of value
and performance. Therefore, we seek to form strategic alliances with franchisees who enjoy an entrepreneurial spirit to operate
our outlets with the same dedication and passion we have.

Required experience
• Proven hospitality experience in the food industry, preferably the
casual dining sector with multiple outlet experience in the food
hospitality industry
• Having the essential infrastructure required to support the brand
concept while meeting its set development criteria
• Expertise in local market knowledge and areas covering trading
demographics, consumer regulations, product acquisition and
labour distribution scenarios
• Having adequate access to capital to reinvest in current outlets or
to develop additional ones
• Minimum net worth of US$ 1,500,000 and minimum liquidity of
US$ 1,000,000 in cash available for investment
• Ready for a minimum commitment of two venues per year

Required documents
• Completed franchise application
• Current personal financial statement
• Comprehensive market entry proposal
• A 3 year audited financial statement for companies reflecting
three years prior to application
• Balance sheet, profit/loss statement and cash flow statement for
existing outlets
• A comprehensive 5 years business plan
• Satisfactory Pro-forma P&L for the first franchised restaurant

FRANCHISE AGREEMENT

Franchise package

Support Package

Amer Restaurants (Franchiser) will grant a franchising license to the
partner (Franchisee) to operate one or more franchised restaurant(s) in
a specific territory for an amount of US$150,000 paid one time once the
agreement is reached.

• Assistance in obtaining site approval.
• Standard prototype plans and specifications, including interior layout
and décor, equipment specifications, sign design specifications
• On-going development support.
• Providing food and beverage manuals and product specifications.
• Guiding menu development.
• Implementation of culinary operating system and ongoing culinary
support.
• Assistance i/ss and ongoing marketing support.
• Providing training programs for all restaurant positions
• In-restaurant training program for new outlet managers (Franchisee
will cover all transportation and housing expenses, if required).
• Post-opening project oversight and quality control evaluation.

• A single outlet franchise fee of/or equivalent to US$ 50,000 for Studio
Masr per outlet for granting the franchise license
• A royalty fee of 4.5% of the restaurants turnover for use of the
trademarks and system in the franchised restaurant during the
agreement period
• A corporate marketing fee of 1% of the restaurant’s total turn over
• A specific development fee might be levied in the event of granting an
exclusive area development agreement

GETTING THERE
Step 1

Step 4

Submission of application, ﬁnancials and the MEP

Site Selection

Complete the franchise application and submit it to our Franchising
Department via e-mail or courier it to our office in Cairo, Egypt.

You will then submit a site approval package to be approved by our
restaurant’s real estate committee. Once approved, you may begin the
construction process.

We will also request that you submit a thorough Market Entry Proposal,
covering your country of origin, as well as a comprehensive financial
statement. We will then review and evaluate the information you have
provided and upon preliminary approval, you will be notified and invited
at Amer Group’s world headquarters.
Step 2
Company presentation and tour
A franchise representative will schedule an interview with key individuals
at our Service Support Center. During this visit, you will get a thorough
overview of our restaurants and will be accompanied by key personnel
to visit several locations and meet with the executive management team.
Step 3
Final approval, agreement execution and orientation
After meeting with key personnel, we will have necessary information
to make a prudent decision regarding conducting business together. If
you are approved, we will execute the appropriate franchise documents.
you and your key team members will then be scheduled to attend an
in- depth orientation where we will cover several aspects such as site
selection, management training, pre-store opening procedures, F & B,
purchasing, marketing, construction and design.

Step 5
Training to take off
During the construction process, you and your management team will
participate in an in-depth training program in our MIT Center in Cairo,
Egypt. Upon completion of the management training and restaurant
construction, we will provide new opening training and assistance with
store- setup at your new location.

101, El Moltaka El Araby, Sheraton Buildings. Cairo - Egypt
Sherif Emam: semam@amer-group.com

